The study of variation of measured cyclotron lines is of fundamental importance to understand the physics of the accretion process in magnetized neutron star systems. We investigate the magnetic field formation, evolution and distribution for several High-Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXBs). We focus our attention on the cyclotron lines that have been detected in HMXB classes in their X-ray spectra. As has been correctly pointed out, several sources show variation in cyclotron lines, this can result due to the effect of accretion dynamics, and hence that would reflect the magnetic field characteristics. Besides, the difference in time scales of variation of accretion rate and different type of companion can be used to distinguish between magnetized neutron stars.
INTRODUCTION
The cyclotron lines in accreting neutron stars (NSs) are detected as absorption features in their X-ray spectra. This detection is due to resonant scattering processes with electrons which are perpendicular to the B-field (Tr¨uemper et al. 1978; Voges et al. 1982; Wilson et al. 2008; Taani et al. 2019a,b) . The significant detection of such behavior helps us to study the formation and evolution of X-ray binaries through the direct calculation of the magnetic field strength. However, most observed cyclotron lines have been detected above 10 keV and are interpreted as electron features, with inferred magnetic fields B~ 10 12 G . The amount of mass loss and the effect of the mass-loss via stellar winds may influence the stellar binary evolution. This will also allow distinguishing the phenomenology of the X-ray sources and their optical counterpart in a natural way (Taani et al. , 2019a Shakura et al. 2012; Taani 2016; Mardini et al 2019a,b,c; Karino et al. 2019) . Despite its importance, many questions remain unanswered in terms of the accretion geometry and flow with significant uncertainties due to the small number of detected cyclotron lines in some sources Kreykenbohm et al. 2005; Taani et al. 2013; Taani & Khasawneh 2017) . In addition, a cutoff below 2-3 keV would remain undetected in the available spectra of some sources. Therefore, the physical properties of the accretion column, as well as the line profiles of cyclotron lines must be studied in detailed. Nishimura (2005) calculated cyclotron lines assuming a strong variation on field strength with a distance from an emission region. However, no model generating such high flux and high temperature at a layer deeper than absorbing heavy atoms has been proposed. According to recent studies, several pulsars show the luminosity dependence changes in the cyclotron resonance energy. The main aim of this paper is to investigate the probability distribution of magnetic field strengths among the HMXBs, using a more robust values of the B-field obtained from cyclotron lines in their X-ray spectra (see Table 1 ). One of the interesting properties of this class is the observed correlation between the orbital period and the spin period of the NS (Corbet 1986 ). This would reveal the clues about the evolution of HMXBs, which can be understood in terms of the conservative evolution of normal massive binary systems. 
STATISTICAL TESTS
We make use of two statistical tests to try to quantitatively evaluate our sample of magnetic field strength (see Table 1 ): the Kologorov-Smirnov (KS) test and the Anderson-Darling (AD) test (e.g., Press et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2012) . Because the AD test uses the cumulative distribution, we use it as our primary comparison and use the KS test results as a consistency check. The first test we perform is for normality, checking whether the distribution is consistent with a single Gaussian which has the mean and standard deviation of the observed populations. Neither the mean nor the variance is known beforehand for the distributions, and we test at the 5% level of significance. Furthermore, we use a Monte-Carlo (MC) to test the confidence that the given distribution is either normally or log-normally distributed. Our results are tabulated in Table 2 . The results of the KS test agree in every case with those of the AD test and have therefore been omitted from the table. From the table, it is clear that every distribution, with the exception of the magnetic field for the transient sources, fails the AD test for normality. However, every distribution passes the test for lognormality. The confidence from the MC tests is all below 50% for the persistent sources and slightly above 50% for the spin and orbit distributions of the transient sources. While these statistical tests and fits do not, by themselves, constitute a proof of two populations, coupled with the other pieces of evidence (i.e., such as mass transfer due to Roche lobe overflow or stellar wind that can also be a supplement to the mass transfer rate in HMXB systems, tidal interaction, gravitational wave radiation, magnetic braking or X-ray irradiated wind outflow), they do lend support for the hypothesis of two populations. We show in Fig 1, the cumulative distribution function of the energy of cyclotron absorption line (left) and magnetic field strength (right) of the observed sample HMXBs. We note that this function is not smooth, implying that the energy of the lines are not constant but change linearly with the luminosity of the sources . We excluded the data after 65 KeV, because the high field cut-off appears to be real. On the observational level, this variability in transient sources, for example, is most likely due to the irregular optical and IR outbursts generally observed in Be stars, and it is attributed to changes in the presence structure of the circumstellar disk. These effects were investigated by Reig et al. (2001) .
P SPIN VS. P ORB
The P Spin versus P orb diagram (also known as the Corbet diagram, see Fig. 2 ) (Corbet 1986 ) is a valuable tool to study the interaction and feedback between the NS and accreted matter, and the influence of the local absorbing matter, the location of the different systems being determined by the equilibrium period reached by the rotation of the NS accreting matter on its surface. The main parameters of the HMXB sample are summarized in Table 1 . However, the orbital period of X-ray binaries is expected to change due to redistribution of the angular momentum due to the interaction between the components of the binary system. As such, measurement of the rate of change of the orbital period (i.e., orbital period derivative) of the binary system is, therefore, necessary in order to understand the evolution of compact binary systems Wei et al. 2010) . The spin and orbital periods of all HMXBs for which values are known are plotted in Fig. 2 , which represents a panoramic perspective for binaries and occupy separate parts of the plot. This is not only because the NSs in HMXBs have a different type of companion, but also because the accretion process itself seems to be universal (Taani et al. 2019a,b) , with the NS spin in or near an equilibrium state in which the magnetospheric radius of the NS equals the Keplerian co-rotation radius. They are a group of supergiant (SG) sources having peculiar properties of orbital parameters and could be a good test-candidate for those in Be sources. Future observations can identify these candidates. This group is categorized according to their observed spin period as in table 1. It is noteworthy to mention here that, the effect of mass exchange process on the orbital evolution has two scenarios 1) conservative case: where the total mass and the total angular momentum of the system do not change (see i.,e. Dosopoulou & Kalogera 2016; Bobrick et al. 2017) . Hence, the size and the orbital period of the system must be decreased if the mass is transferred to the less massive component (NS) and vice-versa. 2) non conservative case (more complex): this will depend on how and how much angular momentum is lost from the system (see i.,e. by Demircan et al. 2006; Eker et al. 2006 for full details and references). It may be interesting to investigate the relation between the magnetic field strength and spin period, also known as the spin-up line, (Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991) to discuss the formation and evolution of these systems through various evolutionary stages. In Fig. 3 , it represents a plot of the magnetic field strength as a function of the spin period in logarithmic scale and cyclotron energy colored. It can be seen clearly that there is a possible correlation between the magnetic field strength and the spin period. Moreover, the cyclotron energy independence of the spin period is very clear. This implies that the NSs in these systems generally have ages ~ 10 6 years. However, the presence of strong magnetic fields (B > 10 12 G) in the HMXBs as evidenced by their regular x-ray pulsations, while the absence of such regular pulsations and thus strong magnetic fields in the Low Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs) (van den Heuvel 2004). However, the known magnetic field strengths of the X-ray pulsars are all lying in a very narrow band (due to the observational selection effect) and can be used by the equation where z is the gravitational redshift at the NS surface is approximately (z = 0.3) in the line forming region (Wasserman & Shapiro 1983) . Here B 12 is the magnetic field strength in units of 10 12 G, and the higher harmonics have an cyclotron energy n times the fundamental energy E cyc . Using equation (1), the surface magnetic field strengths of HMXBs sample have been calculated and presented in table 1. We found that these values are clustered in a relatively narrow range of (1-13.3) x 10 12 G.
To illustrate all HMXB magnetic field strength distributions, a histogram of HMXB magnetic field strengths is plotted in Fig. 4 , and the smooth curve represents the normal fit to the observed data. We assume that the distribution follows a Gaussian distribution, centered at 12.5 x10 12 G. In these systems, the data suffer from selection effect and may be due to a sensitivity of the current X-ray observatories. About 89% of all HMXBs, considered in this study, has high magnetic field B = 12.5 x 10 12 G. The maximum and minimum values of HMXB magnetic fields are, respectively, 11.2 x 10 12 G (J0520.5-69) and 1.1 x10 12 G (J1626.6-5156 ). We fit the Gauss function to the magnetic distributions. The Gauss function we choose reads, Here, the parameters y0, xc, w and A are offset of vertical axis, center of horizontal axis, width and area the curve describing, respectively. The fitting results are listed in Table 3 . Table 3 . Fit parameters of the distribution of magnetic field strengths. Figure 3 . The diagram of the magnetic field strengths versus spin periods for our data sample of HMXBs (SG and Be sources) in Table 1 . Color-coded are based on the associated cyclotron energy. Sources with the same energy (same color) show zero slope against the spin period is appeared. The magnetic field strength of several HMXB systems has been investigated. As such, the magnetic field is responsible for the formation of an accretion column since it forces the particles to hit the NS surface at its magnetic poles. Therefore, the cyclotron lines are of fundamental importance to understand the properties of other physical parameters of the magnetized X-ray system. In the picture presented here, we find that most NSs in HMXBs show an intermediate level of field strength, ~ 10 12 G, however the different characteristics of their X-ray behaviors and properties. We analyze and discuss the distribution of the characteristics of the HMXB sample, through the benefit from the Corbet diagram. In particular one can see that all transient sources have an orbital period more extended than 11 d, thus newly detected sources for which P > P 11d have a high probability of being transients. An attempt is made to quantify the possible distribution of the magnetic field strength through the cumulative probability distribution. The extent to which the sample is complete is well demonstrated by a lognormal law and shows somewhat similar behavior for both groups. Such parameters greatly affect the model of wind-fed binary systems and can be constrained by stellar properties during the binary evolution. However, the quantity of these exciting objects has greatly increased in recent years, mainly due to successful surveys. More details and results on the multiplicity of the cyclotron line features from some sources are required, to explain the behavior of shape variation during the rotation phase as well as the change in accretion rate and characteristics.
